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First Pool Cleaning Sessions
This section explains how to proceed to the default setting for a cleaning session. The
robot is preset in the factory with certain configurations that enable you to commence
pool cleaning immediately. The settings made during this setup session remain in use
until changed by the operator.
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To start a pool cleaning session directly after you have assembled your
Dolphin Wave, proceed as follows:
1. Lift the MMI's protective cover.
2. Connect the robot's power supply to the main power supply line.
3. Switch on the power supply. The MMI's Wave screen (figure 9) opens in the
home window.
4. Position the Caddy with robot about 0.5–1.0m (1.5-3ft) from the pool's edge
with its sloping edge facing the swimming pool ensuring that the floating cable
is facing the direction of the Dolphin Wave power supply unit.
5. According to the pool's size, release the appropriate length of cable.

Starting the First Cleaning Session
1. On the MMI, press POOL. The robot starts moving towards the pool and enters
the swimming pool positioning itself on the pool floor.
2. Wait for the Wave screen to appear.
3. In every activation of the robot, it will straighten itself vertically to the wall of the
starting point; the robot will start moving backwards to straighten itself and then
will continue in straight lines.
4. Press Start. "Please select pool length" will appear on the screen.
After 2 seconds the Pool Length Setup screen appears.
5. Using the arrows select the required pool length. Press Set.
6. Press Start. The cleaning session will begin. The factory default settings are
used. In order to change parameters refer to Configuring Additional Pool
Profiles on page 12, Operating Instruction Booklet.

Everyday operation
After you have set up the Dolphin Wave and configured it for the first time, the device is set
for everyday operation. When performing your next cleaning session, proceed as follows:
1. Position the Caddy with robot about 0.5–1.0m (1.5-3ft) from the pool's edge with
its sloping edge facing the swimming pool ensuring that the floating cable is
facing the direction of the Dolphin Wave power supply unit.
2. On the MMI, press Pool. The robot will starts moving towards the pool and enter it
and position itself on the pool floor.
3. Wait for the Wave screen to appear.
To start the robot, press Start on the MMI. The robot starts its cleaning cycle and the
Countdown screen displays.
At the end of the cleaning session, the robot stops automatically.

Removing the Robot from the Swimming Pool
1. Press HOME.
The robot starts moving in the direction of the floating cable.
2. Holding the floating cable, gently pull the robot upwards and towards the Caddy.
As it reaches the side of the pool, pull the cable gently until the floating cable handle
emerges. Grasp the handle, tilting the robot slightly allowing water to drain, place by
the pool side, or guide it onto the Caddy. The robot shuts down automatically.

 For information about "Configuring Additional Pool Profiles" –
please refer to page 12-18, Operating instructions booklet.
 For information about the "Remote Control Unit" – please refer to
page 20-21, Operating instructions booklet.

Maintenance
1. Clean the filter bag as needed. When the MMI displays "Filter Bag Full", you
should clean the filter bag before the next operating cycle.
 It is not necessary to stop the Dolphin Wave in the middle of the cycle
when the "Filter Full" indicator appears. Clean the filter before the next
cycle.


Filter bags can be cleaned in a washing machine.

2. Keep the floating cable orderly enabling it to be rolled up easily and placed on the
Caddy's handle.
Important: Every two or three cleaning sessions, disconnect the floating cable from
the power supply, unroll the entire cable and re-arrange it on the Caddy's handle as
required.

Useful Operation Tips


Avoid changing the Wave's setting and parameters unless necessary.



After each cycle:
-

Roll the floating cable on the floor, in large circles; place the rolled cable on the Caddy.
Clean with water the inner side of top cover, around the lock mechanism.
Clean inner body of the Wave if necessary.
Clean filter bags.
Inspect for foreign object stuck in driving system moving parts.



Once a week:
- Release tangled floating cable if needed - fully straighten and then roll in order.
- Clean all brushes from foreign objects stuck.
- Remove bottom net (under filter bags) and clean bottom body, if needed.



Whenever the Caddy is positioned in direct sunlight, keep LCD cover closed.



If extension power cord is used, verify that the plug is not in water or wet area.

